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in this edition

● Things to do during lockdown
-ian explains what he’s been
doing
● Something for the garden
● See members’ photos
● What is a “singapore ball?
● Dave has the answer

Please note the deadline :- for copy to be included in Turnings it must reach the editor (see contact details inside) no later than midday on the second Friday of the month. Submissions
received after that time will be held over until the following month.

Dave Smith

Don’t forget you can read all the Club History to date in one place on our website at:

www.avon-and-bristol-woodturners.org.uk
Simply go to the About tab and choose Club History

I

t’s good to see so many entries in tthis month’s “Showand-Tell” category, perhaps because so many of us have
directed our attention to the garden during the past few
months. And with what we hope will soon be the approach of
spring-like weather there will be even more incentive to get outside.
2020 has been a very trying year and 2021 looks set to follow suit
but as has been said previously, despite the problems with Covid 19
the club has been able to function reasonably well and all credit
must go to our hard-working committee for their efforts in keeping
things going. It will seem quite strange though, when at last we are
able again to meet in reality instead of virtually!

I had been thinking that at some time in the future, when this is behind us, of asking “What nonwoodturning activity did YOU do during the lockdown?” And as it happens, our very own Ian
Burke had been thinking along similar lines so, although we are not out of lockdown yet I’m delighted to include in this edition Ian’s detailed account of his garden project which I hope might
encourage other members to put pen to paper. Ian supplied a number of photographs which I
hope I have placed in the correct order but if not Ian, please accept my apologies.

************

I imagine that like me, many members have been doing a lot of reading, catching up on those
books we always intended to read but never quite got around to it.
For Christmas I was given a history of GCHQ up to 2019, and I can’t resist quoting one short
passage from this fascinating book for the amusement, if not enlightenment of members. The author refers to the 1969 Post Office Bill in which (the government) orders the newly-privatised
company, ie the Post Office “to secure that a particular thing that it or a subsidiaryof its is doing
is no longer done or that a particular thing that it has power to do, but is not being done either
by it or a subsidiaryof its, is so done,”.
I hope that my utterances in these pages are a little more intelligible.
Mike
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Members’ show-and-tell - “Something for the garden”

Bird Box
Grandpa’s old dandelion weeder, found in his
shed. Everything except the handle and ferrule
is original!

By Dave Smith

By Alan Griffiths

Founder-member Simon Keen was too ill to refurbish this old lawnmower so I took on the task on
his behalf. It was in a sorry state (see inset) and had
no handle or yoke so the job went beyond simple
woodturning of the handle. I’m no welder as can be
seen but I managed to fashion the yoke from a
length of angle iron. Sadly, Simon passed away a
few weeks later, but not before I’d showed him a
photo of the finished mower. Mike Openshaw

Dispenser c/w threading needle. Either hole can be used
depending upon the shape of the “ball”, ie, round or cylindrical.
By Mike Neave
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By Vic Atkins
Stands about 14” tall. Body, head and hat are one
piece & turned from a large log of pine or cedar originally destined for a fireplace somewhere. The oversized nose was turned separately from an offcut of
unidentified wood and glued into a socket in the face
which, as you can seewas so amusing that it made
him crack up. Hat and nose stained with Chestnut
colours - buttons and eyes burned in with pyro pen
and all covere in tung oil which seems to have protected him well for the three or four weeks in the
garden. By Stuart Clarke
Mood lighting for a late summer’s evening in
the garden
By Michael McCrea Steele
My first attempt at two apples

Turned and carved on the lathe

By Derek Dowdell

By Robin Goodman
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Les’ Weed Pot
By MichaelMcCrea Steele

Our January Zoom demonstrator was Les Thorne. He is a professional turner and well known to most club
members as he has demonstrated to us in person in the past. He is a production spindle turner by profession.
Demonstrations and courses give him the opportunity to share his skills with us.
Les has now teamed up with Martin Saban-Smith (another professional turner and creator of Hampshire Sheen
products) and works from his new workshop by their shop (The Woodturning Store) in Hampshire. They sell a
number of woodturning products and can be accessed online at https://www.thewoodturningshop.com/

The demonstration this time was how to turn, texture and colour a small bud vase which Les calls a “weed pot”.
Unlike most bud vases, this one would be hollowed from the bottom.
36 members joined the demonstration which is about the average we used to get at face-to-face meetings when
we were able to run those. A bonus is that the demonstration was recorded and was available to watch for a
week. I sent link and passcode to members via email on 22/1/21.
Les took us through the various stages of the project:
1.
Round the blank. He used a 3 x 3” blank of ash as need open grain wood for texturing. Having placed it
between centres he used spindle roughing gouge. Feet parallel to the lathe and rocked from side to side
with handle low to make sure he was cutting and not scraping.
2. Make a spigot. Used his ‘multipurpose tool’ to make a spigot at the end that would be the top. His
multi-purpose tool is basically a round bar (3/8”) ground like a flat skew at the end.

3. Mount on chuck. Having mounted the piece, he turned his attention to the bottom. With toolrest placed
the end of piece (i.e. parallel to the bottom) be smoothed out the bottom with a skew chisel. The final
cut was done with his 3/8” skew chisel which he called his ‘micro bevel’ tool. Basically a very thin bevel that helps make a better finis
h. The most interesting point from my perspective was the speed in which he took the final nub off the middle. Les explained that in side grain (e.g. most bowls) one should slow right down and just hold the
chisel on the final nub until it cuts it off. On end grain it is better to keep moving the chisel, cut through
and go past the nub slightly. He then reduced the side of the bottom to a size that will allow it to fit in
the final piece. After sanding he parted it off with a thin parting tool and ended up with something like a
coaster which he put aside to use at the end.
4. Shape the outside. Now to partially shape the outside of the piece. The easiest way to start was by using the rocking cove movement. He then moved on to going from a bead movement to a cove – trying
to give it an egg cup type shape but always making sure that he left enough material at the spigot end to
have the strength to allow hollowing.
5. Hollow out. Les did not drill a hole to start. Just used his 3/8” spindle gouge cutting from inside to out
– going with the grain. When spindle gouge was hanging over toolrest too much, he moved to a cup
carbide hollowing tool to finish it off. He marked the centre at the top of the hollowing to help start the
drill. He then drilled a 6mm hole all the way through to the top of the bud vase. Finally, he cut a step at
the bottom where the bottom (coaster) he made earlier (step 3) would slot in and slowly widened it until
there was a good fit. It was interesting to see how Les used the burr on the side of the multipurpose tool
to achieve a fine cut on the side of the opening.
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6. Final shape of the outside. Les created a jam chuck to fit the piece on to access the top. He uses pine
for jam chucks as it will compress, and you can get a tighter fit. He brought tailstock support and slowly
shaped the outside including the narrow neck.
7. Texturing. Some very quick texturing with a point tool. Just made a series of lines down the whole
piece.
8. Colouring. Used black lacquer spray and then added pink wax with a shoe brush to work in to grooves.
Then went over lightly with paper towel and used hand and brush to melt wax slightly with lathe spinning. He then added some gold wax in the same way and finished off with clear lacquer which makes
piece easier to clean. Bottom prepared in step 3 is then fitted to base of piece.
9. Stopper. Bud vase does not need a stopper but Les likes making them. He made two stoppers to choose
from. Both were made out of walnut. One was flame shape and another round. Photos below show the
finished ‘weed pot’.

***********
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IMPORTANT MESSAGE FROM RICHARD LANE
Club Meetings
At the moment club meetings are via zoom, not as good as the real thing I know, but very useful with some demonstrators who we would never normally see due to distance, other commitments and so on. One thing that I never
anticipated when starting this was the impact of time zones, one potential demonstrator didn't fancy getting up to
begin a demo starting at 5.30 in the morning!
This month sees the return of the ever popular Nick Agar, all the way from sunny Georgia (USA)
The bookings confirmed are as follows
Thursday 18th Feb
7.30
Thursday 18th March 7.30
Thursday 15th April
7.30
Thursday 20th May
7.30
Thursday 17th June
7.30

Nick Agar
Phillip Greenwood
Pat Carroll
Sue Harker
Emma Cook

While I don't wish to book too far in advance at the moment I'm always interested to know of potential demonstrators who you have seen or are aware of, please let me know via rjlane56@btinternet.com
The meeting details will be emailed a few days before the meeting, and generally open at 7.00 to give a
chance for a chinwag.
The return to normal meetings is way above my paygrade, but roll on seeing you all again,
Stay safe
Richard

Digital screening
Discussion of the pros and cons of wearing gloves has cropped up in Turnings from time to time. In general it is not to be recommended but there are occasions, eg when using corrosive chemicals that it is essential to protect the hands. This then raises the question – what gloves offer protection without
severely reducing the essential tactility of the hand?
Robert Postlethwaite was faced with this problem and here is his solution.
I have been making a load of bowls and the finish wanted is teak oil, foul stuff.
I use wet sanding to keep the dust down, and a wire brush to clean off the abrasive cloth, it lasts a long
time this way.
But the oil is bad for the hands so, at the start of the first lock down I had to buy some more disposable
gloves. Teak oil rots normal ones and also they tear easily so I decided to try "Black Mamba" disposable
gloves, available from Tool Station (and other outlets – Ed). They are more expensive but I find that they
do last longer, oil does not rot them and they do not tear. Also they can be worn for several hours/days
even. I had to get rid of them only when a finger tip wore through. The only disadvantage is you cannot
feel the sharpness of the gouge through a glove.
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My version of a 'Singapore Ball'
By Dave Smith
In last month's Wood Turnings mag. Richard Finley described
how to turn a Singapore Ball. I also read David Springett's book
Wood turning Wizardry on the subject.
This was quite a challenging piece to make and it was interesting to see how different professionals tackled this demanding
ball & spikes.
As we well know each one of us has his or her own way to complete a piece of work - I used Richard's method and this enabled me to produce reasonably sharp spikes.

Please read this important notice from Robin Goodman.
1. AGM Advance Notice - It is proposed to hold the AGM at the usual time of year this April. The online zoom
AGM will take place at 7.00pm on Thursday15th April, prior to the 7.30pm zoom club night demo by Pat Carroll.
Further details will be sent direct to members nearer the time.
2. Newsletter appreciations of club-night demos
We endeavour always to show our appreciation of the presentations by our guest demonstrators by including a written
report in the following month’s edition of Turnings. This ensures that those members unable to attend (or, as at
present, participate in a Zoom presentation) do not lose out. In addition of course, we have a permanent record for the
club’s archives.
If you would like to try but are hesitant about committing yourself to writing for EVERY month it might be possible to
share the load with other interested members, so why not contact Robin Goodman at 'mail@robingoodman.co.uk' or
phone 0117 9249871? Alternatively you could email the editor on woodturn89@gmail.com or phone/text on
07974652151
Robin
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Avon and Bristol Woodturners
Précis of the Decisions taken at the ZOOM committee Meeting held on 10th February 2021
Present: Alan Griffiths, Vic Atkins, Ian Burke, Robin Goodman, Stuart Bradfield, Michael McCrea-Steele, Richard Lane, Geoff Buckeridge.
1.)

Staying in touch with members.

The committee hope that members find the précis of the monthly committee meetings a way of keeping in
touch in the absence of the club nights. Please let me know if you want further information and/or if you
find them helpful (Ian, abwtsecretary@hotmail.co.uk)
2.)

Membership for 2021.

Members have now circulated regarding subscriptions for 2021 and these should be paid as detailed in
his email.
b.) The Membership secretary reported that we had 68 potential members from last year of which 47 have
reportedly paid their 2021 subscriptions, 37 by bank transfer and 10 by cheque. There is one who pays
direct to AWGB and one non-paying life member, which leaves a further 19 who have yet to pay and
he said he planned to contact them to ascertain their intentions.
c.) I addition to these people seven new members had joined, 2 from the Mill, 2 from the web site, and 3
via existing members. Michael proposed that their AWGB subs be submitted immediately to trigger
their registration and allow receipt of Revolutions.
a.)

3.)

Monthly Club Meetings

a.) The Chairman has had contact with Fr. James at St. Theresa’s who has no idea when they will reopen
but will let us know what is happening so that we can gain access to overhaul the kit in the storage
locker prior to the first meeting.
b.) The church does not propose reopening the bar for meetings and we may need to organize a key or a
contact to open up for club nights.
4.)

Committee activities.
a.) It was agreed that we should hold a half hour Zoom AGM prior to the April club meeting commencing at 7.00p.m.
b.) Malcolm Flintoff has asked the committee about a charity sale of the excess work produced during
lockdown but it was felt this was not particularly practicable and it was suggested that individuals
should try and sell their excess work on line as individuals using sites such as Etsy that several
people had used with success with.

5.)

Mill activities
a.) 6 students from the Mill were also studying the theory of the Certificate in Woodturning on Zoom
and as they had all completed the Apprenticeship scheme their practical skills were known to be
compliant with the curriculum requirements. It was just a case of working out how to conduct the
examinations at a distance
b.) Richard and Stuart have liaised to avoid booking clashes between the club and Mill Zoom demonstrations

See you all at the next ZOOM demonstration.
Ian
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Coping Without Turning During Lockdown
By Ian Burke

I

t all began in late March 2020 when I found myself without a job for the first time in
sixty one years; I had closed my practice in 2018 and transferred the patients to a group
practice with the idea of working there for six months or so part time to ease them into
the new environment. All this came to an abrupt end whilst
still there, fifteen months later, with the Covid lockdown
when surgeries closed for active dental treatment over the
whole country.
So there I was with the weather improving, no incentive to spend time in
the windowless workshop in my barn after having dug over the vegetable
plot, protected the emerging autumn-sown broad beans from the pigeons
and, having planted a couple of hundred onion sets of various types my
thoughts turned to tidying up the orchard.
It was largely planted before the war on a steep bank facing west with a
few additional trees planted by me over the past forty years, however access to the bottom of the area involves a walk north down the top path for
eighty yards or so then back down the lower path alongside the field
hedge to get down into the wood. Margaret has suggested many times
Photo 1
that a quicker route straight down the bank (about 1 in 4 in places) would
be a good idea and so as a delaying tactic I cut a small platform for a seat
to enjoy the view whilst I contemplated the logistics of the exercise and thought of ways to avoid the hard work.
(Photo 1)

It was quite steep to get to but as I
had a few old oak gate posts and
other bits and pieces lying about
that I could use for risers so I decided to cut a few steps from the
top down to my platform and increase its size whilst I was at it as a
way of producing rubble as levelling infill for the treads. The bank
consists of large amounts of limeblocks and loose smaller
Photo 2 stone
pieces, ideal for what was required
as you can see from the picture
(Photos 2&3.) The risers were held in place, a la National Trust paths, by 30 inch Photo 3
sections cut from 1.5inch galvanised pipe originally removed from the house forty years ago when we had the plumbing replaced with copper and kept, as you do “in case they came in useful one
day”. It will be seen that some quite big flat slabs were uncovered and used as combination treads and risers and
this led to the thought that an extension to a second platform out of the wind lower down would be a nice idea for
balmy summer evenings. This was complicated slightly by the discovery of the largest rock so far right where I
planned to site platform two; this was one of many uncovered and not the final largest one.
It was dug out and levered up the slope to join a couple of smaller ones to produce step No. 8. By this stage I was
heading down the bank at about 45 degrees to the original direction and thought that further progress would be
quicker using pressure treated “fake” sleepers” and the galvanised pipes. Each tread is about three feet from front
to back and nine inches high filled with between 2 &3 barrow loads of rubble and topped with two more of soil
which will be allowed to settle over winter to make space for a couple of inches of pebbles to produce the non-slip
steps.
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All was going well until some more rocks
emerged as I cut the platform for the next
step but they were put to good use for a second change of direction at the lower platform with a subsidiary flight at right angles
to the main run leading more directly towards the wood. (Photos 4&5). At this
point I found an even bigger stone that required digging out (over several days) and
realised that some extra support for the increasing height of the western retaining
bank was also required. B&Q came to the
rescue with three wire gabion baskets that
were wired together, pipes driven through
Photo 5
them for stability into the underlying soil
Photo 4
and rubble and soil packed round these as
the baskets were filled that will hopefully
allow plants to grow and disguise them in
time.
Then the final large rock was incorporated
in the new bank. (Photos 6&7).
Most of the larger rocks in the retaining
banks either side of the steps were brought
up from the wood where they had been
used thirty- odd years ago as walls of a
‘prehistoric’ round house about fifteen feet
in diameter that I had built for the children
to play in and this was thatched with
branches from some Leylandii trees (long
since gone) that a friend had cut down cut
down and which gave several years of fun.
Photo 6
Photo 7
The next picture (Photo 8) shows the lower platform with the steps that go more or
less straight down with the branch leading to the right that is clearer in photo 9 and the last one (photo10)is a wider view of the almost finished steps. Building was at this point halted by the lack of more sleepers from the garden
centre and the arrival of winter. Further progress in 2021, with the delivery of the 2-3 tons of flint gravel for the
treads that will have to be carried through from the roadside should
keep me fit for another year as it looks as though we are set for more of
the same travel restrictions for a while longer.
(photo 11) This picture is of one

Photo 8
of the sunsets we get and shows that it
can be worth sitting and watching the
changing landscape through the year;
hopefully when the landscaping is done I
can get back to woodworking and make
a rustic seat from the logs in the firewood stacks when I have finished making nest boxes from timber in redundant
beehives, but perhaps more of that later.

Photo 10

Photo 11
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Club events calendar
Via Zoom until further
notice. If you are not on
the Zoom list contact
Michael McCrea-steele.
via
mccreasteelem@aol.
com
Sessions start 1900 for
1930hrs

Monthly show-and-tell
Themes
(Monthly competitons suspended until
further notice)

Event / guest
demonstrator
I

I

2021
February 18th

Nick Agar

March 18th

Phillip Greenwood

March 21st

Bryan Milham

April 15th

AGM / Pat Carroll

May 20th

Sue Harker

June 17th

Emma Cook

Andy Mason

Please note that the AGM starts at 1900 and will
precede Pat Carrols’s demo at 1930.
Please participate!

Can you help?
If you know of any demonstrators please
contact Richard Lane at
rjlane@btinternet.com
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